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BACKGROUND . Mismatches between surface realization and inner syntax, although not rare in the
nominal domain, raise numerous theoretical problems. Here we are interested in examining typologically
robust patterns of differential object marking (DOM) realized via oblique morphology and where structural accusatives establish complex exponency and syncretisms. The mapping of structural accusatives to
oblique morphology is puzzling from at least two interrelated perspectives: i) the locus of oblique DOM
in case hierarchies and ii) nominal licensing strategies. Through an examination of 12 oblique DOM
languages from 6 unrelated families (Romance, Indo-Aryan, Basque, Slavic, Sinitic and Tupı́ Guaranı́)
we will be putting forward two important conclusions: 1. Oblique-DOM syncretisms can be straightforwardly captured under enriched case hierarchies of the type in (12), containing two ACC and two DAT
(Starke 2017), as well as more than one LOC (Caha 2009). 2. The special position of DOM derives
from its structural complexity which, in certain configurations, requires the recruitment of an additional
licenser, beyond the canonical one in the relevant domain (Jaeggli 1982, Kalin 2018, Irimia in press).
1. THE DATA . In a well represented DOM pattern, certain types of direct objects are realized with
oblique morphology, triggered by features such as animacy, specificity, topicality, etc. (Givón 1984,
Comrie 1989, Bossong 1991, 1998, Lazard 2001, Aissen 2003, López 2012, a.o.). A typical example of
oblique DOM comes from standard Spanish, where direct objects at the higher end of Animacy/Specificity
scale(s) (Aissen 2003, a.o.) must carry a marker which is homophonous with the dative:

Encontré
*(a)
la niña.
(2)
Encontré
(*a)
el libro.
find.PST.1 SG DAT = DOM the girl
find.PST.1 SG DAT = DOM the book
‘I found the book.’ Spanish (O & R 2013)
‘I found the girl.’
Despite efforts to group oblique DOM with datives structurally (see especially Bossong 1998, Manzini
and Franco 2016, a.o.), such objects show an unambiguous accusative behavior in syntax (López 2012,
Bárány 2018, a.o.). For example, obligatorily DOM-ed tonic pronouns must be clitic-doubled using accusative morphology, as seen in (5); DOM-ed nominals are subject to syntactic diagnostics (passivization,
etc.,) that are characteristic to structural accusatives as opposed to obliques/inherent cases. As correctly
pointed out by Starke (2017), Spanish poses a challenge to case hierarchies that contain just one accusative, as in (6) and (7). DOM-ed animates in (1) are syncretic with DAT, while the inanimate objects
in (2) are homophonous with NOM.
2. DOM = LOC and ACC = DAT. Some DOM case systems are yet more complex than Spanish.
We will be addressing here, first, the problematic example of Romanian, which uses an animacy-based
oblique DOM system (Cornilescu 2000, Tigău 2011, a.o.). A non-trivial challenge is that the differential
marker is not syncretic with the dative (as elsewhere in Romance) but with the locative (‘on’). Just like in
Spanish, Romanian oblique DOM does pass accusative diagnostics in the syntax (DOM = ACC, (5)). Thus,
ACC can be syncretic with both LOC (for DOM in (3)) and NOM (inanimates in (4)).

(1)

Văd
(pe)
studenţi.
(4)
Văd
(*pe)
copaci.
see.PRES .1 SG LOC = DOM students
see.PRES .1 SG LOC = DOM trees
‘I see (the) students.’
‘I see (the) trees.’
Romanian
(5)
Rom. *(Mă)
vede
*(pe)
mine./Span. *(Lo)
encontré *(a)
él.
CL .1 SG . ACC see.3 SG LOC = DOM 1 SG . ACC /
CL .3 SG . ACC . M found.1 SG DAT = DOM he
‘S/he sees me/I found him.’
We can try various case hierarchies containing one accusative. Under Harðarson’s (2016) structure in
(6), we can derive NOM = ACC but not ACC = LOC. The intervening GEN / DAT has dedicated inflectional
morphology in Romanian (8)/(9), and will output *ABA (syncretism insertion rule skipping one cell,
Johnston 1996, Caha 2009, Bobaljik 2012, 2015, McFadden 2018, Smith et al. 2018, a.o.). Under Caha’s
(2009) hierarchy in (7) it is possible to capture the ACC - LOC syncretism, but we run into other *ABA
restrictions in that Romanian also exhibits ACC-DAT syncretism in (some cells of) the clitic system.
(3)
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NOM > ACC > DAT > GEN > LOC ... (7)
NOM > ACC > LOC 1 > GEN > LOC 2 >...
(Harðarson 2016)
(Caha 2009)
Thus, we obtain the paradigms below which illustrate; 1) an ACC with three exponents: a) ACC =
LOC for animates; b) ACC = NOM for inanimates; c) ACC = DAT for clitics; 2) DAT = GEN , indicating that
DAT and GEN must be contiguous. DAT = GEN provides support to the hierarchy in (6), which however
cannot capture the syncretisms established by ACC.
(10)
Clitics
(9)
Inanimate nominals
(8)
Animates (N or Pron)
NOM
NOM copac ‘tree’
NOM copil ‘child’
ACC -le- (3 PL . F )
ACC copac
DAT copilu-lui
DAT -le- (3 PL . F )
DAT copacu-lui
GEN copilu-lui
GEN
GEN copacu-lui
ACC - DOM pe copil
LOC
LOC pe copac
LOC pe copil
The way out is to add LOC to Starke’s hierarchy in (11) such that we obtain the hierarchy in (12).
Crucially, this representation can capture Romanian, Spanish, as well as other oblique DOM systems.
(11)
NOM > SAcc > SDat > GEN > BAcc > BDat
(Starke 2017, ex.21; locatives omitted)

(6)

(12)
NOM > Acc1 > Loc1 > Dat1 > GEN > LOC 2 > Acc2 (= oblique DOM ) > Dat2 ....
3. The various syncretisms can be explained as deriving from a structural source; the locus of ACC Case
feature checking is the regulating factor. Let’s illustrate with Romanian. Under a variety of structural diagnostics, Romanian clitics occupy a position above υP. This indicates the presence of a probe above υP
for checking uC on internal objects that cannot stay in-situ. The {...Acc2 > Dat2 >...} sequence in the hierarchy recruited for non-in-situ objects derives ACC = DAT. Non-clitic forms, no matter whether animate
or inanimate, (can) stay in-situ, in a position below the external argument (EA). Although both inanimate
ACC and animate ACC (oblique DOM ) are structural accusatives, animate ACC (oblique DOM ) gives rise
to some syntactic diagnostics which are not seen with inanimate ACC (nor with LOC). For example,
they can trigger PCC-like interactions, which can only be derived in the syntax (see also Ormazabal and
Romero 2007 for pioneering discussion). This indicates that oblique DOM is a more complex type of
structural accusative. One possible way to formalize this is to follow accounts that link oblique DOM
to a discourse-related A-feature beyond the initial accusative specification (Belletti 2018, Mursell 2018,
Irimia in press, a.o.). As the initial licenser in the domain checks ACC, an additional licenser is needed
for the discourse-related A-feature. The locative preposition signals the last-resort recruitment of the
additional licenser (Jaeggli 1982, Kalin 2018, a.o.) and derives the ACC- oblique syncretism.
1.2. Oblique DOM and absolutive agreement. The expanded hierarchy in (12) (based on Starke
2017 and Caha 2009) opens the path to addressing yet another puzzling characteristic of oblique DOM:
its co-occurrence with overt agreement which otherwise signals accusatives/absolutives. We present an
example below from Gujarati (Indo-Aryan), an ergative (ERG)-absolutive (ABS) language. As can be
seen in (13-a), absolutive direct objects trigger past participle agreement (PPA), irrespective of animacy.
Animate direct objects are marked with an adposition which is homophonous with the dative and must
show PPA (13-b), just like other absolutive arguments (13-a), but unlike datives or lexical cases which do
not show PPA (Mistry (1997, Woolford 2006, Wunderlich 2012, a.o.):
(13)
GUJARATI
(Wunderlich 2012, ex. 32a, b, adapted)
a.
sita-e
kāgal
vāc-yo.
b.
raj-e
sita- *(ne)
pajav-i/*yo.
sita.F - ERG letter.M . ABS read-PF. M . SG
raj.M - ERG Sita.F - DAT = DOM harass-F / M
‘Sita read a (specific)/the letter.’
‘Raj harassed Sita.’
Gujarati PPA is also seen with absolutive subjects. This outputs syncretisms similar to what we saw in
Spanish/Romanian, but in an ERG - ABS system: ABS = NOM and ABS = DAT. None of the hierarchies
containing one ABS can capture these patterns. Under canonical case hierarchies for ERG - ABS systems
(Smith et al. 2018, Zompı̀ 2019, a.o.), ERG intervenes between ABS and oblique cases. On the other
hand, an enriched hierarchy, along the lines in (14), containing two ABS, derives these data (which are
not rare in ABS - ERG languages, see also Basque or Tupı́ Guaranı́, etc.) in a straightforward way
(14)
ABS 1 > ERG > LOC 1 > DAT 1 > GEN ... > ABS 2 (= OBLIQUE DOM ) > DAT 1 ....
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CONCLUSIONS . We have presented complex case syncretisms which cannot be derived by hierarchies containing only one accusative bundle of features. Representations that encode two types of
accusatives/absolutives as in (12) and (14) (following Starke 2017) are better equipped to explain the
patterns. They also open the path to a better understanding of (oblique) DOM and its locus in multiple
exponency of accusatives. Moreover, enriched hierarchies avoid various problems in broadly ordered
hierarchies (Zompı̀ 2019, a.o.) or hierarchies supplemented by a process of Impoverishment. The former
assume a dependent case logic, which raises non-trivial challenges for oblique DOM, while the latter
cannot derive mixed surface appearance of oblique DOM (accusative and oblique morphology) in a non
stipulative way (Keine 2010, Keine and Müller 2008, a.o).
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